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From Local Ag Teachers:

Thoughts
in Passing

The article this week was
prepared b> Glenn Weber,
teacher of agriculture,
Manheim Central High
School.

FOOD-A BARGAIN
IN DISGUISE

stated, "Food prices are so
high that they are burning
holes in the pockets of the
consumer."

I’d like to consider three
main areas of the food price
problem. First, who is to
blame for high food prices?
Secondly, why have prices
risen as they have, and

Food prices on an absolute
scale have risen over the last
\ears As one consumer
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A Harvestore Automated Feeding System Means

Now you can beat the bales' With an automated Harvesters
feed processing system youcan harvest alfalfa m the bud stage,
when its nutrient content is highest You can chop and windrow
it one day and blow it into your Harvestore system the next
And you save rnnre leaves which contain some 90%of the
protein So, you may reduce or eliminate supplement costs
Add it up' No more hay bales Less labor, less handling, less
field loss, less weather risks and more feed value It's all
yours with Harvestore haylage Why bale hay 7 Ask your dealer
lor details
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finally, what can we as
consumers do to adjust to
these new prices?

As a teacher and farmer, I
have had an opportunity to
witness the farm and food
price controversy from both
sides. I have been appalled
at the apparent lack of
knowledge of the producer’s
point of view on the part of
both the urban consumer and
those who have tried in the
past to administer price
controls.

In the early part of 1973
farm prices started to in-
crease. In January,
February, and March far-
mers began to respond to
these higher prices the way
they had responded to price
increases before -- by
gearing up to produce more
food and fiber than this
country could ever consume.
Then by last March and
April something changed the
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Glenn Weber
farmers response to these
higher prices. The consumer
became impatient. We
started to hear about food
price freezes, boycotts and
consumer organizations
against the food producers
for lower prices. May I
suggest that those consumer
groups responsible for the
upheaval lastApril and May
really didn’t understand our
food marketing system.
They thought that in 2 or 3
months a farmer could in-
crease his supply of meat to
the food stores. But as we
know, two to three months is
just not ample tune for

farmers to keep back heifer
replacements, breed and
calve them, feed out the
calves and send the cattle to
market, slaughter them and
put the products on the
supermarket shelf. The
calvesthat are now following
their mothers in the hills of
Virginia, West Virginia,
Kansas and elsewhere will
be the products in the
supermarket in a year and a
half from now. Because they
didn’t understand
agriculture, we had a
number of boycotts, freezes,
ceilings and intimidations
from the consuming public.
What they didn’tknow is that
we could not pass a law and

r NO GUESSWORK
when you worm your

sheep with TRAMISOL
You don’t guess which worms! TRAMISOL" levami-
sole HCI controls 10 major stomach intestinal, and
lungworms No other wormer is as effective
You don't guess how much! Just one treatment level,
based on body weight, controls all 10 worms includ-
ing the tough barberpole worm
You don’t guess how safe! TRAMISOL is safe for
young lambs, pregnant ewes, old rams—all sheep
all ages No setback when used as directed
Ask tor TRAMISOL as OBLETS or Soluble Drench Powder
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increase the beef on thesupermarket shelf nextweek. We could not increase
the meat supply by freezing
beef prices anymore than we
can solve teacher shortage
with a celling on teacherwages. All the freezes,
ceilings, and boycotts did
was to discourage the far-
mer and widen the gap of
understanding between the
producer and consumer.

Well, who is to blame? The
farmer claims his costs of
production have more than
doubled in the past ten years
while his prices paid to him
have not. The consumer
claims that it is impossible

(Continued on Page 17)
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